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Visit The Weald Moors
On Two Wheels…

Out and About

If you are cycling in the area for the first time,
Wellington is an excellent place to begin your journey.
The railway station is located in the centre of town
with regular services to and from the West Midlands
and Central Wales. Most local trains have capacity for
up to two bikes (no tandems or tricycles) although a
reservation may be required on some services. For
more information, visit:
www.londonmidland.com or
www.arrivatrainswales.co.uk

Several of the byways on the Along the Moors trail
belong to a designated local network of ‘quiet lanes’,
a nationwide scheme aimed at preserving the
character of minor country roads and making them
more accessible to cyclists, horse riders and walkers.
Each participating route has been chosen for its low
traffic levels and natural capacity to inhibit speeding,
while distinctive signs at entry points to the network
are designed to remind motorists of the presence of
more vulnerable road users in the area. However, do
take care at all times along the trail and remember
to follow the Highway Code: Ride single file where
the road is narrow, slow down for passing walkers,
horse riders and motor vehicles and watch out for
gravel and greasy roads after rain. The trail contains
several gradients, busy junctions and roundabouts,
so always ride positively and decisively.

Secure cycle parking is available at a number of
locations around Wellington town centre, while help
with spares and repairs can be found at Perry’s Cycles,
33 Tan Bank. To find out more about the heritage of
the area, you can pick up copies of other titles in the
Discovering Wellington walking and cycle trail series at
the tourist information centre in the Wellington News
shop, Crown Street or visit us online at:

www.wellingtonla21.org.uk/discover

A cycle trail linking the historic
Shropshire market town of
Wellington to the Weald Moors

Welcome to
the Weald Moors
Just a few miles northeast
of the ancient market town
of Wellington lies one of
Shropshire’s largest yet little
known wetland habitats – The
Weald Moors. Hidden between
the rolling pastures, woodlands
and streams that comprise
the moorlands is the story of
thousands of years of human
history, in which prehistoric
tribes, medieval monks, wealthy
landowners and industrialists
have all left their mark on the
fragile landscape. So come with
us now and uncover the quiet
mysteries along the moors...

Wall Hillfort

Market Square, Wellington

Whim Cottage, Kynnersley

Glacial Origins

Queen of the Moorlands

It seems likely the Weald Moors owe their existence to
cataclysmic events that occurred during the later stages
of the last ice age. At that time, the area comprising the
moorlands formed part of the glacial Lake Newport which
in turn drained into the much larger Lake Lapworth. As
the ice began to melt, the lake basin filled with peat and
organic deposits which formed along the course of what
is now the River Strine and its many tributaries.

The Along the Moors cycle trail begins and ends in
Wellington, the historic capital of east Shropshire.
The town was originally an Anglo-Saxon settlement
that appears to have been founded during the 7th
Century, on a site now occupied by The Green next to
All Saints parish church. In medieval times, cloth and
leather making became prominent local industries
and evidence of their existence can still be found
in the names of town centre thoroughfares such as
Walker Street and Tan Bank. However, it was during
the Victorian era that the town truly rose to prominence
when the arrival of the railway network in east
Shropshire helped establish Wellington’s reputation as
a commercial and agricultural centre second only to the
county town of Shrewsbury. Today, Wellington remains
a vitally important focal point for east Shropshire and,
with its market and wide array of independent shops,
cafes, bars and excellent transport links, it is an ideal
location to begin your journey onto the moors.

Preston Hospital

.

Through The Wild Moors
The Along the Moors cycle trail is a 21-mile circular tour
of the east Shropshire moorlands; a highly sensitive
lowland peat habitat, characterised by rush-filled
drainage dykes (known locally as strines), damp
pastures and wet woodland, extending for over fifty
square kilometres from the northern outskirts of
Wellington to the edge of Newport. Until the early
1800s, large swathes of the moorlands survived in a
semi-natural state, earning the area the title of the ‘Wild’
Moors. While this situation was not seen as particularly
desirable at that time, peatlands are now recognised as
a vital ecological resource but one which is very much
under threat, with peat no longer accumulating in over
half Western Europe’s former peatland sites… one fifth
of which have already disappeared altogether.

Waters Upton Moor

Above the peat level, a number of ‘islands’ emerged
upon which settlements, such as Kynnersley and Wall,
eventually developed, together with other communities
on the edge of the peat deposits, including Eyton, Preston
and Crudgington. Until at least Roman times, these
island peninsulas were surrounded by fenland and at
Wall Camp a rare, low-lying Iron Age hillfort survives
as a reminder of the moorlands watery past. However,
centuries of continuous drainage for agriculture and
pressure from urban development on the edge of the
moors has now put the area’s long-term survival under
threat, so read on to discover the turbulent history and
hopes for the future of the wild, Weald Moors…
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Wellington’s
Park Walls
Heading north out of Wellington towards
the Weald Moors, the highway is lined along
some of its length by large masonry walls
on either side of the carriageway. Just fifty
years ago, these imposing structures marked
the boundaries of two historic country
estates: Apley Castle and Dothill Park.

The Charltons of Apley

The inner park is home to a wide variety of trees

Apley Castle was the home of the Charlton family and
their descendants from at least the end of the 13th Century
to the mid 1950s. It is not clear when they acquired the
property but they were certainly its owners by 1290,
when Robert Charlton was head of the household. His
son Alan (knighted in 1324) later inherited the family’s
Wellington estates (they also owned a property in the
nearby village of Charlton) and received permission to
fortify his house at Apley in 1327.
Thus began a period of consolidation of the family’s
local interests that persisted over many centuries. The
occupants of Apley, from being described at the time
of the Domesday Survey as occupying a farmstead
belonging to Wellington Manor, eventually exerted an
all-pervasive influence over the town that can still be
witnessed today; in the names of local streets, buildings
and even its coat of arms – which incorporates a castle
and portcullis representing the house.

The third Apley Castle

Grand Re-Designs
Sir Alan’s fortified manor house appears to have
undergone a series of alterations before a larger,
remodelled version of the castellated mansion was
begun on the same site by Andrew Charlton during 1567.
The second Apley Castle was eventually completed
in 1620 but soon began to attract attention for all the
wrong reasons. The house was the only defendable
property of any size within the vicinity of Wellington
and in 1643, after the outbreak of the English Civil War,
it was garrisoned by the Royalist army. A number of
sieges took place on the site and the house sustained
serious damage after being slighted by the King’s
army in order that it could not fall under the control of
Parliamentary forces again.

Dothill Park

Dothill and Apley Today

Like Apley, Dothill was reckoned to be an outlying
farmstead belonging to Wellington Manor at the time
of the Domesday survey in 1086. Although several
prominent local families later owned the estate, it
is most readily associated with the Foresters, the
hereditary keepers of the Royal forest on The Wrekin.
The family appear to have acquired Dothill Park in 1602
after quitting Old Hall, their former Wellington home
on Holyhead Road.

In 1953, Apley
passed to WJC
Meyrick, a minor.
Meyrick
later
decided he had no
interest in living on
the estate and in
1955 the contents
of the house were
auctioned and the
Dothill Pool
property bulldozed
into its cellars.
Ironically, the only traces of Apley Castle that now survive
are those of the Elizabethan house and its outbuildings,
which were converted into stables and offices when the
third castle was built. Despite modern development on
its fringes, large areas of the wooded inner park also
remain intact, including the pool remodelled from a clay
pit dug to provide bricks for the Georgian house.

During
the
early
18th
Century, the
Foresters
affected
a
seriesofradical
a l t e ra t i o n s
to the estate,
Dothill Park in Edwardian times
laying
out
over 7 hectares of formal gardens to the west of the
house, complete with a pool made to look like a canal
and a grass amphitheatre. Horticultural upheavals
aside, Dothill went on to enjoy a relatively uneventful
history compared with Apley, although it did play an
indirect part in the French Revolution. During the
uprising, George Forester accommodated a number of
displaced priests at the estate lodge, which was later
registered as a Roman Catholic chapel in 1808.

Apley Transformed
Apley Pool

Although evidence suggests Apley was restored after
the cessation of hostilities, its lack of comfort led St John
(pronounced ‘sinjen’) Charlton Chiverton Charlton to
build a new home in Wellington, called Vineyard House,
which was completed in 1721. By his will, Charlton’s son St
John bequeathed Apley to his heir (who was, somewhat
predictably, also named St John) on the proviso that a
new house be built near the site of the existing one, for
the ‘habitation of himself and family’, and in 1791 plans
for an opulent new mansion were drawn-up.

The Apley estate underwent a similar transformation to
Dothill at the end of the 18th Century, when work began
on a new residence that would eventually become
one of Shropshire’s finest stately homes. Designed by
JH Haycock of Shrewsbury, the huge 16-bedroomed
mansion house, complete with classical columns and
pediment, was begun in 1792 and finished two years
later. St John Chiverton Charlton made further changes
to the property in 1856, when he added a new ‘FrenchGothic’ front to the east side of the house and turned
the former entrance into a terraced formal garden
(pictured, top left)

At Dothill, many features of the formal gardens created
by the Foresters had reverted to open grassland by
the end of the 1700s. The estate continued in private
ownership until the 1950s, when it was sold to
Wellington Urban District Council, who demolished
the house and developed the parkland for housing.
Happily, its formal lakes and pools survive at the
centre of modern day Dothill, while sections of the dry
medieval moat within which the house was built can be
Wappenshall
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Onto the Moors

Wappenshall Junction

After passing through Wellington’s historic
parklands the trail reaches the southern
edge of the Weald Moors at Wappenshall.
Although it is no longer readily apparent,
this tiny settlement was once an important
part of the local canal network providing
a vital link for the carriage of goods to
and from the east Shropshire coalfield.

Wappenshall joined the canal network at the
end of the 1700s when Thomas Telford drove the
Shrewsbury Canal through the area on the section
leading to Trench and the east Shropshire coalfield.
Although the waterway was vital in providing the
county town with raw materials, local industrialists
were unable to send their products further afield
without a laborious road trip or by shipping goods
along the River Severn to Stourport, where they
were put back on the canal again.
Fortunately, help was at hand from the promoters of
the Birmingham and Liverpool Junction Canal, who
were desperate to secure trade for a new venture
linking the second city to the Mersey. After an
unsuccessful attempt to make a connection with the
Donnington Wood Canal, in the coalfield itself, they
approached the directors of the Shrewsbury Canal
Company with a proposal to construct a 10-mile link
from the mainline at Gnosall, in Staffordshire, to
Wappenshall via Newport.

Iron rubbing posts like this protected stonework from
rope used to tether the horses that pulled canal barges

Water, Water Everywhere

On Again/Off Again
After several delays, the new waterway was finally
completed in January 1832. However, boats did not
reach Shrewsbury for another two years as the bridges
and locks of the existing canal serving the town, which
had been built in the same dimensions as the tubboat system of the east Shropshire coalfield, required
widening to accommodate the standard narrowboats
plying the Birmingham and Liverpool Junction route
and the new branch to Wappenshall.
Such alterations were never carried out on the Trench
section and the canal basin at Wappenshall was rapidly
developed by the Duke of Sutherland (the Lord of the
Manor) as a transhipment point, where goods were
unloaded for passage between the mainline and the
coalfield (special narrow, narrowboats nicknamed
’Shroppies’ – measuring just 6ft 4ins wide – were later
built for the purpose of navigating the section south of the
junction). According to contemporary accounts, the road
to the wharf was reckoned to be among the busiest in the
county and another canal branch, known as the Humber
Arm, was constructed by the Duke on the moors to the east
of Preston in 1844, to service the demands of his industrial
interests in the Donnington and Lilleshall area.
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Looking down the Newport Branch

Canal Company Toll Clerk’s Office

Although the arrival of the railway network in east
Shropshire during the mid 1800s ended Wappenshall’s
monopoly as a centre for the transport of local goods,
enduring evidence of its glory days survives. On private
land just off the main road through the village, several
wharf buildings, including a large warehouse and a
canal company toll clerk’s office, stand as a reminder
of its former importance. Most of the canal itself has
now been filled in but an impressive ‘roving’ bridge
also remains, straddling the ‘wide waters’ where local
‘Shroppies’ would once have turned to head for Trench
and the coalfield. Further along the moors at Lubstree,
between Preston and Donnington, the terminal wharf
of the now privately owned mile-long Humber Arm
also remains in water; thanks largely to the efforts of
volunteers from the Shrewsbury and Newport Canal
Trust, which aims to restore the canals of the Weald
Moors to fully navigable status.
CRO

Wappenshall Junction (circa 1950)

Moorland Canal Heritage
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With a typical water content of around 90%, it should
come as no surprise that development of any kind on
peatland habitats such as the Weald Moors has always
depended upon and been limited by the movement
of water. Until the 19th Century, large swathes of
moorland were inundated after heavy rain; creating
large marshy areas known, on the north of the moors at
least, as ‘lakes’. Many roads became all but impassable
during the winter months, while some areas could only
be reached by boat. How ironic then that the first form
of transport to truly gain mastery over the moorlands
should be water-borne – the canal barge.
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The wooded section of Rough (now Preston) Moor

In 1707, George Plaxton, Vicar of Kynnersley, published
his reminiscences on local life, in which he described the
village, upon his arrival there in 1673, as ‘surrounded with
a large morass, overflowed in winter’ so that ‘you could
not come into the parish any way upon arable land’.
This unhappy situation appears to have existed well
before Plaxton’s time and, in the late 1500s, another local
account recalls farmers being forced to make ‘plattes and
passages’ for their cattle to cross the moors ‘or else drag
them on their sides’! Seemingly, local residents could
not escape such indignities either. Before the laying of
the Buttery Way in 1572, worshippers from the north of
the moors travelling to Edgmond church were forced to
make their way there via a footway, passing ‘by pole to
pole from hassock to hassock’ (thick clumps of grass),
while coffins were taken for burial in the village by boat.

of

St Chad’s parish church, Kynnersley

Despite the difficulties of moving around at certain
times of the year, evidence suggests people have been
successfully adapting to moorland life for thousands
of years. Northeast of Kynnersley, the tiny settlement
of Wall is encircled by the remains of a low-lying Iron
Age hillfort; one of only several in the British Isles. The
well-preserved inner defences of the structure, which
was built in several phases, still stand 2 metres high in
places and appear to have been inhabited for around
400 years, between 300BC and 100 AD. Aside from its
defensive function, the hillfort may have been used
to exploit and control moorland resources. Evidence
from pollen samples preserved in local peat deposits
suggests that, at the time of occupation, the fort would
have been surrounded by watery fenland and its outer
ditches may have been used to hold cattle and livestock
brought from higher ground on the edge of the moors
for summer grazing.
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To the north of Preston, the full expanse of the moorlands
open up as the trail crosses what was commonly known
for many centuries as the Rough or Plain Moor; a vast
swathe of land that extended for over 6 miles, from
Sleapford in the west to the edge of Newport in the east
and south to Lubstree Park. All across the Rough Moor,
which was effectively regarded as wasteland for much
of it history, local manors exercised rights of common
pasture where residents could graze their cattle and
utilise the scrub for timber and firewood.

Approaching Preston-upon-the-Weald Moors from the
west, your first view of the village is likely to incorporate
what architectural historian Nikolaus Pevsner described
as the ‘spectacular Georgian almshouse architecture’
of Preston Hospital. The distinctive red brick building,
with its elegant arched windows and central hall, was
completed by 1726 at the bequest of Lady Catherine
Herbert who, as thanksgiving for her rescue when lost
in the Alps, left a legacy of £6000 to build and endow
almshouses for 12 widows and 12 girls.
The widows, who each received a pension, occupied
parlour bedrooms in the west wing of the building,
while the girls, who were educated for ‘service and
agricultural work’, boarded in dormitories on the east
wing. By the early 1800s, the number of residents had
grown sufficiently for the almshouses, now private
residences, to be extended, while boarding continued
until the early 1950s.

Wall Hillfort

Over the Rough Moor

ur

Lost in the Snow

The discovery of postholes within the inner ditches of
Wall Hillfort (above) suggests people once lived here

Co

Preston Hospital

The section of Rough Moor between Preston and
Kynnersley (which lay on its northern edge) was
regarded as particularly valuable because it contained
the only woodland in the area, although gaining access
could often prove difficult, owing to the seasonally
boggy nature of the wetlands.

E

For many centuries, life for those on the
islands above the poorly draining peat
soils of the Weald Moors, presented
many a boggy challenge! Yet, as the
trail passes through Preston, a gentler,
more elegant side to local existence is
revealed, before the uncompromising
realities of the Rough Moor unfold on
the road to Kynnersley and The Wall.

To the Isle of Kynnersley

Lubstree
Park

Along the Moors

Here are some more sites to look out for as you
cycle around the Weald Moors.

www.wellingtonla21.org.uk/discover
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In February 1998, near the ancient settlement of Rodway
(which may take its name from a track once used by
villagers from neighbouring Cherrington to drive their
cattle onto the moors for grazing) a burnt mound dating
from 1000 BC was uncovered during the course of pipelaying work. Such features are generally thought to be
the remains of prehistoric cooking sites, consisting of
cinders and fractured stones that were discarded after
being heated on a hearth and dropped into a waterfilled trough in order to boil meat. The sites of at least
12 mounds are recorded around the moors (usually on
the boundaries of the island settlements and watery
peat deposits) while ploughing has levelled many
other sites where burnt stones are still concentrated..
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Wrockwardine residents continued to have free rein until
1582 when, after series of heated disputes relating to the
enclosure of Kynnersley Moor, the Earl of the Shrewsbury
(in his capacity as Lord of Wrockwardine Manor) signed
away his claim to the Weald Moors to local landowner
Sir Walter Leveson. Although the villagers’ rights had
apparently been safeguarded by the agreement,
their situation got little better. Just over a century later,
Wrockwardine commoners began a bitter legal dispute
with the Leveson estate, whose tenants they accused of
enclosing the greatest part of the common ‘out of greedy
and covetous disposition’, overstocking it with ’rotten
sheep’ which not only ate up all the grass but discredited
the Wrockwardine copyholders’ livestock by association!
By this point, they had been left with just 150 acres of
‘poor, marshy soil’ to graze their animals on and today a
small strip of land bearing the settlement’s name, located
to the north of Eyton below the Duke’s Drive, is the only
reminder of the all-pervasive influence Wrockwardine
residents once held on the Weald Moors.
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Aside from their ecological value, the ability of peatland
soils to preserve organic material can also provide
valuable archaeological information about how
people lived thousands of years ago. The discovery of
a range of artefacts around the Weald Moors suggests
a long history of human activity in the area, although
peat soils are capable of providing far more detailed
analysis of the prehistoric past.
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Birdwatching at The Wall
Lowland peat landscapes, such as the Weald Moors,
are vital in encouraging biodiversity, providing vital
habitat for a wide variety of rare wetland-dependant
animals. At Wall Farm, near Kynnersley, the rewetting
of pasture under high level DEFRA stewardship has
encouraged many farmland birds to re-colonise the
area, which has hosted at least 147 different species of
avian visitors, including skylarks, snipe, little grebe and
water rail. By reversing the flow of pumps previously
used to dry the land, water from the Strine Brook has
been used to create a marsh and pools, while a bird
hide has also been provided to complement a series
of public footpaths and permissive bridleways running
through the farm, which has received a prestigious
RSPB President’s Award for its work.

While centuries of continuous drainage and pressure
from urbanisation continue to threaten the very
existence of the moorland habitat, the water table
remains near its surface, allowing threatened birds
like the barn owl to hunt along ditches and scattered
marshes throughout the area. Nest boxes have been
provided at a number of moorland farms to encourage
breeding pairs of the bird, with a total of 14 young
having been produced to date. The Weald Moors are
also designated as an area where breeding Lapwing are
still present in reasonable numbers, having declined
at an alarming rate throughout Shropshire, due to
fragmentation of their habitat. The presence of open
bare ground and wet grassland in close proximity to
each other is vital for the nesting and feeding of chicks
and a programme is now in place to ensure the survival
of suitable habitat continues on the moors.

Shropshire Wildlife Trust

Although the village of Wrockwardine is some
distance from the Weald Moors, for many centuries its
inhabitants enjoyed the right to graze their cattle and
livestock across the whole area. Quite how they came
to enjoy such a privilege remains a mystery but may be
linked to the settlement’s status as an ancient AngloSaxon royal manor.

The Living History Book

To find out more about the Weald Moors visit:

The Weald Moors are valued habitat for Lapwing

Reclamation
Begins
While it would be easy to imagine the
Weald Moors having remained unchanged
for many hundreds of years, nothing could
be further from the truth. For centuries,
landowners reliant on the moors for their
livelihoods have tried to gain mastery of
the wetlands for the needs of agriculture.
Travelling over the northern moors, the results
of their labours can be seen all around...

Arise Sir Walter

Get Off My Land!

By the late 16th Century, rising population levels across
the country led to an increase in both the demand for
food and the value of the land that supplied it. This was
a lucrative incentive for landowners to bring commons
and waste ground under cultivation and, as a result,
exploiting the potential of the Weald Moors became
a priority for those keen to realise the area’s untapped
economic potential.

Across the Weald Moors, the character of the landscape
began to change as the pace of enclosure quickened.
In Eyton, the Lord of the Manor offered leases with the
first 8 years rent-free to give his tenants time to clear
the land of scrub and in 1580 constructed a huge ditch,
known as Black Dyke (which now forms the parish
boundary with Preston), to separate Eyton Moor from
the Rough Moor. The appearance of such ditches
became increasingly common as rival landowners
sought to assert exclusive rights over the moorlands
adjacent to their manors and were often a prelude to
the profitable act of enclosing them.
As a result, many accusations of trespass arose, leading
to legal disputes, acts of intimidation and physical
violence! In July 1583, Thomas Cherrington brought a
case against his neighbour Thurstan Woodcock, who
he accused of gathering together ‘diverse desperate
and lewd persons’ to dig a ‘mighty ditch’ on waste
ground he claimed as his own. For his part, Woodcock
argued the land had always been part of Meeson Moor
and that he was simply repairing damage caused by a
‘multitude of riotous and evilly disposed persons’ who
had ‘cast down at night’ a number of fences and hedges
he had put up several months earlier.

The River Strine at Crudgington Green:

Life Speeds Up
Until the end of the middle ages, the activities of those
working the land on the edges of the moors were largely
governed by the surface water that covered the area for
long periods of the year. Cultivation of crops took place
above the poorly draining peat soils, on common fields
belonging to individual townships, while the moors
themselves were used only seasonally when the ground
was firm enough to support the grazing of cattle.
However, for those living on island settlements in
the centre of the moors, the wetland habitat was an
important source of sustenance. To the northwest of
Kynnersley, land was set aside on Rodway Moor for
villagers to cut-up peat for domestic fuel, while on
Waters Upton Moor generations of Kynnersley men
maintained ‘doles’ for the same purpose. The peaty
waters of the moorland streams also formed a rich
source of fishing for locals but this familiar pattern of
life was soon to disappear forever...

Which way Kynnersley? The area around Crudgington
Moor (pictured) has been synonymous with peat-cutting
for many centuries

Among the first to attempt a programme of
‘improvements’ was Lilleshall landowner Sir Walter
Leveson who, from the late 1570s, purchased a
number of agreements from other local squires
establishing his exclusive rights over much of the
area. Leveson set about enclosing large sections
of moorland, laying down rigorous conditions for
his tenants aimed at improving the drainage of the
moors. Between Crudgington and Rodway, the River
Strine was scoured and extended to a new width of
6 yards, while surveyors of the watercourses (with
the power to fine erring tenants) were appointed to
ensure regular maintenance work was carried out.

Grounds for Concern

Moo-ray! The Weald Moors are still a fovoured
location for cattle-grazing

Despite many conflicts between competing
landowners, thousands of acres of moorland had been
brought under regular cultivation by the mid 1600s,
with the Levesons and their tenants leading the way.
The Weald Moors became highly valued as summer
pasture ground for cattle, yielding up great quantities
of hay that, according to Rev Plaxton of Kynnersley,
‘would feed an Ox to admiration’! The area also
became well-known for the breeding of small workhorses, known as Caples, while growing numbers of
specialist graziers began to appear on the remaining
commons, overstocking them with sheep, which were
bought in spring specifically for fattening on the moors
before sale the following winter. The practice caused
much consternation to locals who had seen a dramatic
reduction in the area of land on which they could freely
graze their animals but the changes to the traditional
moorland way of life were far from over...
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Under the plan, the east-west waterways criss-crossing
the north and south of the moors were straightened,
widened and embanked. A new drainage level was
then created by digging ditches at the back of the
existing strines, which passed under them via culverts
and carried excess water away to a new main drain
that fed into the River Tern downstream of Longdon
Mill (where pounding had long been thought a major
cause of flooding in the west of the moors). To ensure
all the water ran off the land in one direction, the flows
of several smaller watercourses were reversed, while
many feeder channels, travelling in a north-south
direction, were introduced to compliment the process.

Drainage ditches were straightened and widened and
woodland was planted in linear strips to protect the
western moors from ‘blasts that come around the Wrekin’

Brockton
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With Lord Stafford’s interest in agriculture and estate
management providing the inspiration, a bill to improve
the drainage of the moors was sent before Parliament for
approval in 1801. The highly elaborate scheme, which
involved the creation of a new drainage ‘run’ to syphon
water off the moors more effectively, was suggested
by the Lilleshall Estate’s land agent John Bishton and
masterminded by his successor James Loch.
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Lilleshall Abbey: the foundation’s ruinous state owes
much to a siege during the English Civil War

Kinnersley Drive: new roads were built across the
moors in order to allow drainage work to take place
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Lilleshall Abbey was established between 1145 and
1148 when a colony of Arrouaisian canons, brought to
England by the Bishop of Lincoln, came to the area from
Dorchester. The foundation’s secluded location, with
many acres of arable land and plentiful woodland, gave
it some economic self-sufficiency, although it suffered
regular financial crises throughout its existence. A year
after suppression by the Crown in 1538, Staffordshire
wool merchant James Leveson (whose family later
acquired the Gower name by marriage) purchased
the Abbey and its lands (including Cheswell Grange, a
farmstead on the south of the moors), adding various
other local properties to the estate in subsequent years.

Tibberton Grange: one of several farmhouses on the
moors that were rebuilt in the early 19th century
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The obelisk was erected in memory of the second
Marquess of Stafford and first Duke of Sutherland, George
Granville Leveson-Gower (pronounced ‘Luson-Gore’) by
the tenants of his Lilleshall estate, which incorporated
most of the Weald Moors by his death in 1833, when the
work of constructing the monument began. When Lord
Stafford inherited Lilleshall, many of the improvements
made to the moorlands in the previous two centuries
had reverted back to nature. This was partially due to the
poor quality of work carried out by previous landowners
but was also the result of a policy introduced by his
predecessor, the 2nd Earl Gower, who re-leased the
entire estate in order to fund his political ambitions.
It seems tenants, who were rewarded with leases for
three lives in exchange for two years rent in one, became
complacent and the drainage channels and streams that
had once made the area so sort after as pasture became
neglected, providing a stimulus for the most radical
programme of change ever seen on the moors.

The work of implementing the Wildmoors
Improvement and Drainage Act was largely complete
by the early 1820s and had a huge impact on the
moorland landscape. In order for construction work
to take place, many new roads (several of which form
part of the cycle trail) were created, linking the whole
of the moors for the first time, while farms were rebuilt
and swathes of woodland planted to shield the newly
created pasture from the elements. Although the
bulk of improvements were paid for by Lord Stafford,
tenants were encouraged to take an active role in the
scheme and their assistance proved vital to the longterm success of the project; in terms of both completing
actual drainage work and ensuring strict maintenance
regimes such as the heavy rolling of pasture and raising
of flood gates in the ditches (which pounded up water
in the summer months to preserve the meadow land)
were regularly observed.
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A Monumental Influence

That a scheme to drain the whole of the Weald
Moors could even be considered relied on the allencompassing extent of ownership Lord Stafford
enjoyed over the area by the early 19th Century.
Although much land had been acquired separately in
the preceding 200 years, the origins of Lilleshall Estate’s
dominion over the moorlands lie in the unlikely
surroundings of a ruined abbey situated half a mile
south of the village itself.
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Lilleshall Hill and the Obilisk

Changing Landscapes
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As the trail winds passed the Birch Moors
and Adeney, the outline of Lilleshall
Hill comes into view on the southern
horizon. Atop the distinctive landmark, an
imposing obelisk commemorates a local
landlord whose ground-breaking scheme
transformed the Weald Moors and gave
the area much of its modern character.

Monastic Origins
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A Trip through
the Coalfields

Hammers and Clock Towers

Aside from their agricultural interests on the
Weald Moors, the Leveson-Gower family also
owned extensive industrial holdings on the
southern fringes of the moorlands, where raw
materials that fuelled the industrialisation of
east Shropshire were extracted. At Muxton and
Donnington, there is much evidence of the area’s
considerable industrial heritage to explore.

Former winding house, Muxtonbridge Colliery

Granville’s Wild Legacy

The Lilleshall Company

Abundant Birds-foot Trefoil in the country park is ideal
for caterpillars of the Dingy Skipper butterfly

Donnington’s Arsenal
As the trail heads back onto the southern fringes of
the Weald Moors, the landscape is dominated by
the huge complex of buildings associated with the
Central Ordnance Depot, more commonly known as
C.O.D. Donnington. The site was chosen in 1936 as
a replacement for London’s Woolwich Arsenal and
designed to provide employment in what was then a
depressed area, following the closure of the Lilleshall
Company’s New Yard engineering works in St Georges
several years earlier.
The arrival of the munitions base changed the character
of the village forever. By 1954, over 1000 homes had been
built to accommodate civilian employees working at the
depot, in a planned development known simply as New
Donnington. The addition of a housing estate for army
personnel increased the local population by another
two thousand, creating what was, in effect, a new town
well over a decade before the advent of Telford.
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In 1818, the Lilleshall Company began sinking a number
of deep mines around Donnington Wood, extracting
over 400 000 tons of coal a year from the area by 1871.
Although the local mining industry entered into a steady
decline soon after, Granville, the last of these collieries,
survived until 1979 and now lends its name to a country
park that has transformed the former coalfield into
a diverse, wildlife-rich habitat for birds, insects and
plant life. Former pit mounds have been reclaimed as
grassland and heath, while new woodland has sprung
up around relics of the industrial past.

Before reaching The Humbers, the trail passes an
industrial landmark which for a century informed
workers at a renowned local factory when their shifts
were about to begin or end. Perched above the A518
roundabout is an ornate clock tower which, until
1979, stood on the roof of C&W Walker’s Midland
Ironworks in Station Road, providing an audible blast
to employees and local people during the working day
with its distinctive
siren. The company
became a world
leader in the
manufacture
of
gas holders and
purifiers, while its
co-owner Charles
Walker was wellknown
locally
for
establishing
technical colleges
in Wellington and
Oakengates bearing
his name.

C&W Walker’s plant in Station Road, Donnington: the
clock roundabout is located in the middle distance
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Lilleshall Hall

Shropshire Wildlife Trust/ Danny Beath

Extensive mineral reserves have long made the Lilleshall
area a centre of industrial activity. A coal pit was recorded
near to the Manor itself in 1330 and, by the early 1700s,
mining had become a well-established local industry,
although not a particularly profitable one. The mines of
the Donnington Wood coalfield (where most of the coal
and ironstone reserves were located) were hampered by
poor drainage and, as a result, were very often no more
than 60 to 100 feet deep. Consequently, surface supplies
of coal were all but exhausted by the early 18th Century,
creating serious problems for allied industries that
required raw materials for their fuel and manufacturing
processes. In 1764, Earl Gower went into partnership
with the lessees of several mines on his estate with the
intention of utilising new technology to extract mineral
reserves more effectively. An unprecedented period of
investment followed and, by 1800, the area was covered
with mine workings serving east Shropshire’s thriving
local industries.

In 1802, the Earl relinquished his holdings to his youngest
son Granville Leveson-Gower, who dissolved the original
partnership and formed the Lilleshall Company, which
he named after the family’s residence near the village.
The activities and scale of the company continued to
grow and it quickly became the principal industrial
concern in the northern half of the coalfield.

Donnington is another settlement with roots reaching far
into the industrial past. At The Humbers, iron-making is
thought to have taken place since the late 16th Century,
with the name itself deriving from a set of water-driven
‘hammers’ which in 1580 were owned by Sir Walter
Leveson (whose Lilleshall Ironworks was one of the
first blast furnaces in the west Midlands). The Hammers
were located on or near the site of a mill on Lubstree
Pool, which belonged to the Canons of Lilleshall Abbey
before the dissolution of the monasteries.

C&W Walker’s
Clock Tower: now
conveniently
located on the
site of Donnington
Railway Station!
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Protecting
Your Heritage

A Future for the
Weald Moors?
Human activity has had a major impact
in shaping the modern landscape of the
Weald Moors but this transformation has
not come without a high cost. Peatlands are
highly sensitive to change and centuries
of drainage for agriculture, combined with
industrial and urban development in the
surrounding area, has left the whole existence
of the moorland habitat hanging firmly in
the balance, with much of it already lost.

The Shrinking Moorlands
The high water content of peatlands makes them very
susceptible to damage from activities such as drainage and
they do not tend to recover well from such disturbances.
Even by the early 18th Century, the effects of draining water
from the Weald Moors were having a catastrophic impact
on the local environment, greatly altering the appearance
of the area. Rev Plaxton of Kynnersley recalled in 1707
how continuous drainage of the moorland had affected
peat deposits during his lifetime...
“These grounds have been formerly much higher, for I
have observed oaks or other trees, where the soil is so
much shrunk… that they stand upon high stilts, and are
supported from
the great fibres
of the roots, so
that the sheep
may easily creep
under them”.
Today,
large
areas
of
peatland on the
Weald Moors
have
been
reduced to a thin
layer of dark soil,

The Wibbly-Wobbly Way: Drying
out of peat deposits has created a
rippled effect on moorland roads
such as Crudgington Drive

Hebridian sheep at The Wall Farm

while existing organic deposits continue to decompose
at a rate which suggests they will disappear altogether
in the future.

After you’ve cycled around the
Weald Moors we are sure you will
agree it is a place worth protecting
for future generations to enjoy –
You can be part of helping
to ensure that this happens.

Wellington Local Agenda 21 Group is a
voluntary organisation that encourages
local people to get involved in issues
which impact on all of our everyday
lives. Decisions made on the doorstep
can make a real difference and the
Local Agenda 21 process exists to help
individuals and groups work together to
find local solutions to global problems
affecting the environment, from
organising litter picking to developing
sustainable transport projects.
The group maintains a long term
commitment to helping support
and protect the natural and historic
environment around Wellington and this
includes the Weald Moors. If you would
like to learn more about our work and
how you can get involved, visit us at:

Changing Perceptions
Historically, lowland peat habitats were often viewed in
negative terms, as desolate wastelands of little worth,
yet, in the 21st Century, nothing could be further from
the truth. Peatlands are widely recognised for their value
in combating climate change, both as a store for carbon
from dead plant life on the surface and as a ‘sponge’
for excess rainwater. The ability of fen vegetation to
bind and filter sediment also makes areas such as the
Weald Moors attractive as a source of drinking water
but pressure from urban development on the southern
fringes of the moorlands means abstraction of this kind
poses another serious threat to the local habitat.
Despite persistent danger to the fragile ecosystem of the
Weald Moors, important work is being undertaken to
conserve and enhance the fragile landscape. Northeast
of Kynnersley, at the Wall Farm, a long-term programme
of reverting land to wet pasture and traditional fen habitat
is allowing once abundant moorland flora and fauna to
re-colonise the area, encouraging the biodiversity of plant
and animal life for which peatlands are highly valued.
Although the rearing of livestock remains an integral
part of the farm’s business, as it has for many centuries,
traditional methods of haymaking (allowing seeds to drop
and settle for the following year) allow re-sown wildflower
meadows to thrive, while rare breed sheep and cattle,
which take longer to mature and are therefore better
suited to grazing grasslands rich with many species, help
to sustain many different grasses and flowers.

How You Can Help

www.wellingtonla21.org.uk
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